MODAL DEFINABILITY BASED ON ŁUKASIEWICZ VALIDITY
RELATIONS
BRUNO TEHEUX

Abstract. We study two notions of definability for classes of relational structures based on modal extensions of Łukasiewicz finitely-valued logics. The
main results of the paper are the equivalent of the Goldblatt - Thomason
theorem for these notions of definability.

1. Introduction
The language of modal logic is recognized as being efficient to talk about relational structures - for instance, see Slogan 1 in the preface of [3]. Actually, the
connection between the modal language and relational structures is twofold. On the
one hand, relational semantics help in the study of the deductive properties of normal modal logics. The problem generally addressed is the following: given a modal
logic L, find a class of relational structures with respect to which L is complete.
On the other hand, the modal language is used as a descriptive language. There
are at least two types of results to characterize the ability of the modal language to
describe relational structures, in other words, to characterize its expressive power.
First, one can regard the expressive power of the modal language as its ability to
distinguish between worlds in relational structures. For example, the van Benthem
theorem [20] states that the modal language is the bisimulation-invariant fragment
of first order logic.
A second approach to the expressive power of the modal language is to consider
its ability to distinguish between frames, that is, its ability to define classes of
frames. In this respect, one of the most renowned results is the Goldblatt Thomason theorem [12] that characterizes, in terms of certain closure conditions,
those first order definable classes of relational structures that are also definable by
modal formulas.
The notion of modal definability is based on the validity relation |=. This relation
contains (F, φ) (in notation F |= φ) whenever φ is a modal formula that is true in
any model based on the structure F. A class C of relational structures is modally
definable if there is a set Φ of modal formulas such that C = {F | F |= Φ}. Thus,
any change in the definition of the validity relation affects the notion of modal
definability.
One way to modify the validity relation is to tweak the definition of a model based
on a structure, that is, to change the set of possible valuations that can be added to
a structure to turn it into a model. In this paper, we study modal definability for
validity relations defined with a notion of models in which formulas are evaluated
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in a finite set of truth-values using Łukasiewicz interpretation of the connectors
¬ and →.
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section, we introduce the modal
language L that we consider in the remainder of the paper, as well as two classes
of relational structures to interpret this language. The first one is the class of Lframes and the second one is the class of Ln -frames. The latter are L-frames in
which the set of allowed truth values is specified in each world. These two classes
of structures give rise to two validity relations, and to two corresponding notions of
definability. In the third section, we develop some constructions for L-frames and
Ln -frames that can be used to test definability of classes of structures. The section
is centered on the notion of canonical extension of structures. In the fourth section,
we obtain many-valued versions of the Goldblatt - Thomason theorem, which
constitute the main results of the paper (Theorems 4.6 and 4.7). We conclude the
paper by a section presenting some final remarks and topics for further research.
Also, the proof of the Truth Lemma for k-ary modalities is given in an Appendix.
We use many results that were previously obtained for modal extensions of
Łukasiewicz (n + 1)-valued logic, trying to avoid duplicating existing proofs by
referring to the literature as far as possible without jeopardizing understanding. In
particular, the present paper relies heavily on [14], which should be considered as
a companion paper. Moreover, we generalize some of the standard tools and techniques of Boolean modal logic, which eventually allows us to follow almost verbatim
the original proof of the Goldblatt - Thomason theorem to obtain Theorems
4.6 and 4.7.
2. From Łn -valued models to definability
Let L = {¬, →, 1} ∪ {∇i | i ∈ I} be a language, where ¬ is unary, → is binary, 1
is constant and ∇i is ki -ary with ki ≥ 1 for every i ∈ I. Connectors in {∇i | i ∈ I}
are considered as ki -ary universal modalities. The set FormL of formulas is defined
by induction from an infinite set of propositional variables Prop using the grammar
φ ::= p | 0 | ¬φ | φ → φ | ∇i (φ, . . . , φ),
where p ∈ Prop and i ∈ I. If no additional information is given, by a formula
we mean an element of FormL . We sometimes write φ(p1 , . . . , pk ) to stress that φ
is a formula whose propositional variables are among p1 , . . . , pk . When we write
‘let ∇ be a k-ary modality’ we mean ‘let i ∈ I and k ∈ N such that ∇ = ∇i and
k = ki ’. In the examples, we often use the language L that contains only one
modal connector , which is unary.
We use the customary abbreviations in Łukasiewicz logic: we write p ⊕ q for
¬p → q, p q for ¬(¬p ⊕ ¬q), x ∨ y for (y ¬x) ⊕ x, x ∧ y for (y ⊕ ¬x) x, and
0 for ¬1. We assume associativity of ⊕ and
and we denote by k.p and pk the
formulas p ⊕ · · · ⊕ p and p · · · p (where p is repeated k times in both cases)
for any k ≥ 0. We use bold letters to denote tuples (arity is given by the context).
Hence, we denote by φ, ψ, . . . tuples of formulas and by φi the ith component of φ.
To interpret formulas on structures, we use a many-valued generalization of the
Kripke models. We fix a positive integer n for the remainder of the paper and we
denote by Łn the subalgebra Łn = {0, n1 , . . . , n−1
n , 1} of the standard MV-algebra
h[0, 1], ¬, →, 1i which is defined by x → y = min(1, 1 − x + y) and ¬x = 1 − x.
Hence, the interpretation of the connectors ⊕, , ∨ and ∧ on [0, 1] are given
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by x ⊕ y = min(x + y, 1), x y = max(x + y − 1, 0), x ∨ y = max(x, y) and
x ∧ y = min(x, y).
Recall that the variety MV generated by the standard MV-algebra [0, 1] is the
variety of MV-algebras that was introduced by Chang [5] in order to obtain an
algebraic proof [6] of the completeness of Łukasiewicz infinite-valued logic with
respect to [0, 1]-valuations. We denote by MV n the subvariety of MV generated
by Łn . For a general reference about the theory of MV-algebras, we refer to [8].
We use vocabulary and notation that are customary for relational structures in
the field of modal logic. Hence, an L-frame is a tuple F = hW, (Ri )i∈I i where W
is a nonempty set and Ri is a ki + 1-ary relation for every i ∈ I. We say that W
is the universe of F and that elements of W are worlds of F. We denote by FRL
the class of L-frames. For the sake of readability, we use FR for FRL . By abuse
of notation, we let L stand for the language defined at the beginning of the section
and for the signature of the L-frames. If ` ≥ 2 and R ⊆ W ` , we write w ∈ Ru for
(u, w1 , . . . , w`−1 ) ∈ R.
Definition 2.1. An Łn -valued L-model, or a model for short, is a couple M =
hF, Vali where F = hW, (Ri )i∈I i is an L-frame and Val : W × Prop → Łn . We say
that M = hF, Vali is based on F.
In a model M, the valuation map Val is extended inductively to W × FormL
using Łukasiewicz interpretation of the connectors 0, ¬ and → in [0, 1] and the
rule
Val(u, ∇(φ)) = min{ max Val(w` , φ` ) | w ∈ Ru}
1≤`≤k

for every k-ary modal connector ∇.
Informally speaking, models have many-valued worlds and crisp relations. The
class of Łn -valued models has been considered in [4, 13, 14] to obtain completeness
results for many-valued normal modal logics.
Definition 2.2. A formula φ is true in an Łn -valued L-model M = hF, Vali, in
notation M |= φ, if Val(u, φ) = 1 for every world u of F.
If Φ is a set of formulas that are true in any Łn -valued L-model based on an
L-frame F, we write F |=n Φ and say that Φ is Łn -valid in F. We write F |=n φ
instead of F |=n {φ}.
We base our first notion of definability on the validity relation |=n .
Definition 2.3. A class C of L-frames is Łn -definable if there is a set Φ of formulas
such that C = {F ∈ FRL | F |=n Φ}. In that case, we write C = Modn (Φ).
Example 2.4. As expected, the many-valued nature of the valuation added to the
frames may be responsible for strong differences between the standard (Boolean)
validity relation and the Łn -validity relation. For instance Mod1 ((p ∨ ¬p)) =
FRL while Modn ((p ∨ ¬p)) = {F ∈ FR | R = ∅} if n > 1.
We denote by PFormnL the fragment of FormL defined by the grammar
φ ::= pn | 0 | ¬φ |φ → φ | ∇i (φ, . . . , φ)
where p ∈ Prop and i ∈ I. Let us also denote by trn the map
trn : FormL → PFormnL : φ(p1 , . . . , pk ) 7→ φ(pn1 , . . . , pnk ).
The following result relates the expressive power of FormL with regards to |=1 to
the expressive power of PFormm
L with regards to |=m , for any m > 0.
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Proposition 2.5. Let C be a class of L-frames and Φ ⊆ FormL . The following
conditions are equivalent.
(i) C = Mod1 (Φ).
(ii) There is an m > 0 such that C = Modm (trm (Φ)).
(iii) For any m > 0, we have C = Modm (trm (Φ)).
Moreover Modm (Φ) ⊆ Mod1 (Φ) for every m > 0.
Proof. Obviously, (iii) implies (ii). Now, let F = hW, (Ri )i∈I i be an L-frame and
m > 0. We prove that for every φ ∈ FormL we have
(2.1)

F |=m trm (φ)

⇐⇒

F |=1 φ.

For any Val : W × Prop → Łm let Val] : W × Prop → Ł1 be the map defined by
Val] (u, p) = Val(u, pm ) for every u ∈ W and p ∈ Prop. It is clear that
(2.2)

×Prop
×Prop
ŁW
= {Val] | Val ∈ ŁW
}.
m
1

Also, by definition of the map trm , for every u ∈ W and φ ∈ FormL we have
Val(u, trm (φ)) = Val] (u, φ).
Then, for every φ ∈ FormL , u ∈ W and Val : W × Prop → Łm we have
hF, Vali |= trm (φ) ⇐⇒ hF, Val] i |= φ.
We conclude that (2.1) holds true by the latter equivalence and identity (2.2).
We obtain directly from (2.1) that (ii) implies (i) and that (i) implies (iii). The
second part of the statement follows from the inclusion Ł1 ⊆ Łm for every m >
0.

In particular, any Ł1 -definable class of frames is also Łm -definable. At this point
of our developments, nothing can be said about the converse implication (Theorem
4.7 gives a partial answer).
Apart from the signature of L-frames, there is another first-order signature that
can be used to interpret L-formulas. It is the signature of the Ln -frames that
embodies the many-valued nature of the modal language we consider. These structures were introduced in [14, 18] and their non-modal reducts were already defined
in [16, 9]. We denote by  the dual order of divisibility on N, that is, for every
`, k ∈ N we write `  k if ` is a divisor of k, and ` ≺ k if ` is a proper divisor of k.
Definition 2.6 ([14]). An Ln -frame is a tuple hW, (rm )mn , (Ri )i∈I i where
(1) hW, (Ri )i∈I i is an L-frame,
(2) rm ⊆ W for every m  n,
(3) rn = W and rm ∩ rq = rgcd(m,q) for any m, q  n,
ki
(4) Ri u ⊆ rm
for any i ∈ I, m  n and u ∈ rm .
We denote by FRnL the class of the Ln -frames and we write FRn for FRnL .
Elements of FRn are called n-frames. We use Ln to denote the signature of the
Ln -frames. For F ∈ F RnL , we let F] be the underlying L-frame of F, that is, the
reduct of F to the language of L-frames. The trivial Ln -frame Fn associated with
an L-frame F is obtained by enriching F with (rm )mn where rm = ∅ if m 6= n
and rn = W .
The general idea is to use the structure given by the sets rm (where m  n)
to define a validity relation which is weaker than |=n . Informally, when adding a
valuation to an Ln -frame, we require that the truth value of any formula in any
world u ∈ rm belongs Łm . This idea is formalized in the following definition.
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Definition 2.7. An Łn -valued model M is based on the Ln -frame F = hW, (rm )mn , (Ri )i∈I i
if M is based on F] and Val(u, Prop) ⊆ Łm for every m  n and u ∈ rm .
If Φ is a set of L-formulas that are true in every Łn -valued model based on an
Ln -frame F, we write F |= Φ and say that Φ is valid in F. We write F |= φ instead
of F |= {φ}.
Remark 2.8. It may seem counterintuitive to use the symbol |=n for the validity
relation associated with L-frames and |= for the one associated with Ln -frames (one
could expect the reverse convention). Nevertheless, this is the sound way to use
notation. Indeed, the signature of L-frames does not carry any information on the
many-valued nature of the valuations that will be added on them to form models
(hence the necessity to recall the dependence on n in the validity relation related
to L-frames), while this information is incorporated in the signature of Ln -frames.
Keeping that remark in mind may help to remember the notation used in the paper.
The structure given by the predicates rm (m  n) arises naturally in the algebraic treatment of (modal extensions of) Łukasiewicz finitely-valued logics: it is
used in the development of natural dualities for the variety MV n := HSP(Łn ) [16]
and for the construction of canonical extensions of (modal expansions of) members
of MV n [14, 9]. Also, since the predicates rm (m  n) permit stating properties involving the set of truth degrees in each world, the gain of expressive power they provide could be interesting in applications of the modal extensions of Łukasiewicz
finitely-valued logic. For instance, in many-valued propositional dynamic logics
[19], it is interesting to be able to consider structures satisfying the formula ‘after
an indefinite number of executions of the program α the formula φ is either true or
false’.
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward and omitted.
Lemma 2.9. Let F be an L-frame and Fn be its associated trivial Ln -frame.
(1) For every φ ∈ FormL we have F |=n φ if and only if Fn |= φ.
(2) For every φ ∈ FormL , if F |=n φ then G |= φ for every Ln -frame based on
F.
(3) (Fn )] = F.
We use the validity relation |= to introduce the notion of definability for Ln frames.
Definition 2.10. A class C of Ln -frames is definable if there is some Φ ⊆ FormL
such that C = {F ∈ FRnL | F |= Φ}. In that case, we write C = Mod(Φ).
Example 2.11. It is not difficult to prove that Mod((p ∨ ¬p)) = {F ∈ FRn |
∀u Ru ⊆ r1 }. Moreover, as we shall prove in Example 3.3, the class {F ∈ F Rn |
∀u u 6∈ rm } is not definable if m is a strict divisor of n.
Any Ln -frame F has an underlying L-frame F] . Conversely, for any L-frame
F, the trivial Ln -frame Fn associated with F is based on F. The following result
clarifies the connections between these constructions with regards to definability.
Proposition 2.12. Let C be a class of L-frames and Φ ⊆ FormL . Denote by C 0 the
class {F ∈ FRnL | F] ∈ C}.
(1) If C 0 = Mod(Φ) then C = Modn (Φ).
(2) If C = Modn (Φ) then C 0 ⊆ Mod(Φ), but the converse inclusion may not
hold.
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Proof. (1) If F ∈ C then any Łn -valued L-model based on F can be viewed as
an Łn -valued L-model based on Fn . By Lemma 2.9 (1), such an Fn belongs to
C 0 = Mod(Φ). If follows that F ∈ Modn (Φ) by definition of C 0 .
Conversely, if F ∈ Modn (Φ) then Fn ∈ Mod(Φ) = C 0 by Lemma 2.9 (1). We
conclude that F ∈ C by Lemma 2.9 (3).
(2) The stated inclusion follows directly from Lemma 2.9 (2). To obtain a counterexample for the converse inclusion, assume that n > 1 and consider the formula
φ = (p∨¬p). We have stated in Example 2.4 and Example 2.11 that C := Modn (φ)
is equal to {F ∈ FR | R = ∅} and Mod(φ) = {F ∈ F Rn | ∀u Ru ⊆ r1 }. Hence,
Mod(φ) 6⊆ C 0 .

3. Testing definability with frame constructions
There are several frame constructions that are known to preserve the standard
Boolean validity relation. These constructions can be used to test if a class C of
frames is modally definable: if C is not closed under these constructions, it is not
modally definable.
Three of them (namely, bounded morphisms, generated subframes and disjoint
unions) admit straightforward many-valued versions. To deal with the fourth one,
that is, canonical extension, we need to generalize some algebraic apparatus.
3.1. Ln -bounded morphisms and generated subframes. If R is a (k + 1)-ary
relation on a set W , if u ∈ W and if f : W → W 0 is a map, we denote by f (Ru)
the set {(f (v1 ), . . . , f (vk )) | v ∈ Ru}. Recall that a map f : F → F0 between two
L-frames F = hW, (Ri )i∈I i and F0 = hW 0 , (Ri0 )i∈I i is called a bounded morphism if
f (Ri u) = Ri0 f (u) for every world u of F and i ∈ I. If in addition f is onto, we write
f : F  F0 and say that F0 is a bounded morphic image of F.
A substructure F0 of an L-frame F is a generated subframe of F, in notation
0
F  F, if the inclusion map i : F0 → F is a bounded morphism.
Definition 3.1. A map f : F → F0 between two Ln -frames F and F0 is an Ln 0
bounded morphism if f is a bounded morphism between F] and F0] and if f (rm ) ⊆ rm
0
0
for every m  n. If in addition f is onto, we write f : F  F and say that F is an
Ln -bounded morphic image of F.
A substructure F0 of an Ln -frame is an Ln -generated subframe of F, in notation
0
F  F, if the inclusion map i : F0 → F is a bounded morphism.
If {Fj | j ∈ J} is a family of relational structures over the same signature (the
U
signature of L-frames or the signature of Ln -frames), we denote by {Fj | j ∈ J}
the disjoint union of these structures.
The next result shows how to use the constructions just introduced as criteria
for (Łn -)definability. Proofs are routine arguments and are omitted.
Proposition 3.2. Let {F, F0 }∪{Fj | j ∈ J} be a family of L-frames, {G, G0 }∪{Gj |
j ∈ J} be a family of Ln -frames, and φ ∈ FormL .
(1) If F |=n φ and F0  F or F  F0 then F0 |=n φ.
U
(2) If Fj |=n φ for every j ∈ J then {Fj | j ∈ J} |=n φ.
(3) If G |= φ and G0  G or G  G0 then G0 |= φ.
U
(4) If Gj |= φ for every j ∈ J then {Gj | j ∈ J} |= φ.
Example 3.3. Assume that n > 1 and that k ≺ n, and set L = L . The class
C1 = {F ∈ FRn | ∀u u 6∈ rk } is not definable. Indeed, consider the two Ln frames F and G which both have an empty accessibility relation, whose universes
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are respectively {s} and {t} with s ∈ r` if and only if ` = n and t ∈ r` if and only if
k  `. Then the map F → G is an onto Ln -bounded morphism, F ∈ C1 but G 6∈ C1 .
Similarly, the class C2 = {F ∈ FRn | ∃u rk ⊆ Ru} is not definable. Indeed,
consider the n-frame F defined on the universe {u, v} by setting R = {(u, v)},
u ∈ r` if and only if ` = n and v ∈ r` if and only if k  `. Then F ∈ C2 while it is
not the case for the substructure F|{v} which is an Ln -generated subframe of F.
Remark 3.4. Any C ⊆ F RL is in bijective correspondence with the class C n of
the trivial Ln -frames based on elements of C. Moreover, for any φ ∈ FormL and
any F ∈ C we have F |=n φ if and only if Fn |= φ, which implies that the modal
theory of C and C n coincide. On the contrary, we cannot say that C is modally
definable if and only if so C n is. The simplest counterexample is given by taking
L = L and C = FR. We clearly have C = Modn (∅) while C n is not definable
according to Proposition 3.2 (1), as C n does not contain the Ln -bounded morphic
images of its elements. As a result, the bijective correspondence between C and C n
does not permit deriving results about Łn -definability of classes of L-frames from
corresponding results about definability of classes of Ln -frames.
3.2. Ln -canonical extensions. The most comfortable way to introduce canonical extensions of structures (Definitions 3.11 and 3.12) is to go through the variety
MMV L
n which is the algebraic counterpart of the modal extensions of Łukasiewicz
n + 1-valued logics considered in [13, 14, 18]. In order to recall the definition of
k
MMV L
n , we need to introduce some notation. For every x ∈ X , every a ∈ X, and
a
every i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we denote by xi the k-tuple obtained from x by replacing xi
with a.
The variety MMV L
n is defined [14, 18] as the variety of L-algebras whose {¬, →
, 1}-reduct is an MVn -algebra and that satisfy the equations
(3.1)

∇(xy→z
) = ∇(xyi ) → ∇(xzi ),
i

∇(x ? x) = ∇x ? ∇x,

∇(x1i ) = 1,

for any k-ary modality ∇, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and ? ∈ { , ⊕}. A k-ary operation on
an algebra A ∈ MV n that satisfies the equations in (3.1) is called a k-ary modal
operator.
It follows that if A ∈ MMV L
n then the Boolean algebra B(A) of idempotent
elements of A (i.e., elements a ∈ A that satisfy a ⊕ a = a) equipped with the
operations ∇|B(A) for every modality ∇ belongs to MMV 1 (which is the variety of
Boolean algebras with L-operators). By abuse of notation, we denote this algebra
by B(A). Recall that an L-homomorphism α· : FormL → A where A ∈ MMV L
n
is called an algebraic valuation on A, and hA, α· i is called an algebraic model (see
[14, Definition 4.4] and [18, Definition 2.32]).
Definition 3.5. The canonical Ln -frame associated with A ∈ MMV L
n , in notation A× , is the structure hW, (rm )mn , (Ri )i∈I i whose universe is the set W =
MV(A, Łn ) of MV-algebra homomorphisms from A to Łn and whose structure is
defined by
rm = MV(A, Łm )
for every m  n, and
(3.2)

uRi v

if

∀a ∈ Aki (u(∇i a) = 1 =⇒ max{v` (a` ) | 1 ≤ ` ≤ ki } = 1),

for every i ∈ I.
+
The canonical L-frame associated with A ∈ MMV L
n , in notation A , is defined
+
×
as A = (A )] .
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If hA, α· i is an algebraic model, the canoncial model of hA, α· i is the model
hA+ , Vali defined by Val(u, p) = u(αp ) for every p ∈ Prop and u ∈ A+ .
Recall the following result, which states how any modal operator ∇i of an
MMV L
n -algebra A can be recovered from its canonical relation Ri . The case of
unary modalities was given in [14, Proposition 5.6]. The proof for languages L
involving k-ary modalities with k ≥ 2 was so far unpublished and is given in the
Appendix.
Proposition 3.6. If hA, α· i is an algebraic model with canonical model hA+ , Vali,
then
Val(u, φ) = u(αφ ),
for every φ ∈ FormL and u ∈ A+ .
This result can be used to prove that A× is an Ln -frame for every A ∈ MMV L
n.
×
Proposition 3.7. If A ∈ MMV L
n , then A is an Ln -frame.

Proof. We have to prove that for any k-ary modal operator ∇ on an algebra A ∈
k
MV n , we have Rrm ⊆ rm
for every m  n, where rm and R are defined on
MV(A, Łn ) as in Definition 3.5. If ∇ is unary, the proof is provided in [14, Lemma
7.4]. Let us prove the general case and assume that k > 1. For the sake of
contradiction, suppose that vi 6∈ rm for some m  n, some u ∈ rm , some v ∈ Ru
and some i ≤ k. Let us denote by  the unary modal operator defined on A
by a = ∇(0ai ) for every a ∈ A. It follows from Proposition 3.6 that for any
a ∈ A we have u(a) = 1 if and only if min{wi (a) | (u, w) ∈ R} = 1. We deduce
that if u(a) = 1 then vi (a) = 1, which means that (u, vi ) ∈ R where R is
the relation associated with  as in (3.2). It follows that vi ∈ rm since R is
the relation associated with a unary modal operator on A. This gives the desired
contradiction.

The following result identifies the canonical L-frame associated with A ∈ MMV n
with the canonical L-frame associated with its Boolean algebra of idempotent elements.
Lemma 3.8 ([18, Lemma 2.38]). For every A ∈ MMV n , we have A+ ∼
= B(A)+
and an isomorphism is given by the map u 7→ u|B(A) .
Proof. It is known that the map ψ defined on A+ by ψ(u) = u|B(A) is a bijection
between A+ and B(A)+ [16, Proposition 3.1]. It is also clear by definition (3.2) of
+
the relation R associated to a k-ary modal operator ∇ that if (u, v1 , . . . , vk ) ∈ RA
+
then (ψ(u), ψ(v1 ), . . . , ψ(vk )) ∈ RB(A ) . Conversely, let (ψ(u), ψ(v1 ), . . . , ψ(vk )) ∈
+
RB(A ) and (a1 , . . . , ak ) ∈ Ak be such that u(∇(a1 , . . . , ak )) = 1. It follows that
2n
2n
2n
k
1 = (u(∇(a1 , . . . , ak )))2n = u(∇(a2n
1 , . . . , ak )) where (a1 , . . . , ak ) ∈ B(A) . This
+
means by definition of RB(A) that vi (a2n
i ) = 1 for some i ≤ k, and hence that
vi (ai ) = 1.

Now that we have a canonical way to associate structures to algebras of MMV L
n,
we consider the converse construction. That is, we define some ways to associate
algebras to structures. These constructions generalize the standard Boolean ones.
Definition 3.9 ([14, Definition 7.7]). The Łn -complex algebra of an L-frame F =
hW, (Ri )i∈I i is the L-algebra
F+n = hŁW
n , ¬, →, 1, (∇i )i∈I i
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where ¬, → and 1 are defined componentwise and
∇i α(u) = min{ max α` (v` ) | v ∈ Ri u},
1≤`≤ki

ŁW
n ,

for any modality ∇i , any x ∈
and any u ∈ W .
The Łn -tight complex algebra of an Ln -frame F = hW, (rm )mn , (Ri )i∈I i is the
algebra
Y
F× = h
Łsu , ¬, →, 1, (∇i )i∈I i
u∈W

where su = gcd{m  n | u ∈ rm } for every u ∈ W and where the operations are
defined as for F+n .
The following result, whose proof is routine, shows that complex constructions
give an algebraic translation of the validity relations. We use the standard equivalence between L-formulas and L-terms.
Proposition 3.10. Let φ ∈ FormL .
(1) If F is an L-frame then F+n ∈ MMV L
n , and F |=n φ if and only if F+n |=
φ = 1.
(2) If F is an Ln -frame then F× ∈ MMV L
n , and F |= φ if and only if F× |=
φ = 1.
Definition 3.11. The canonical extension of an Ln -frame F is the structure Ce(F) =
(F× )× .
The notion of canonical extension [2, 3, 12] of an L-frame F, also known as the
ultrafilter extension, is a classical tool in Boolean modal logic. It turns out that it
is also relevant in our many-valued setting. It is convenient to adopt the following
equivalent construction of this extension.
Definition 3.12. The canonical extension of an L-frame F is the L-frame Ce(F) =
(B(F+n ))+ .
It is not difficult to check that B(F+n ) ∼
= B(F+1 ) for every L-frame F. This
isomorphism together with Lemma 3.8 establish the equivalence between Definition
3.12 and the usual definition of the canonical extension of an L-frame.
Lemma 3.13. If F is an Ln -frame, then the map f : MV(F× , Łn ) → MV(B(F× ), Łn ) : u 7→
u|B(F× ) is an isomorphism between Ce(F)] and Ce(F] ).
Proof. We obtain successively that
Ce(F)] = ((F× )× )] = (F× )+ ∼
= B(F× )+ = B(F+n )+ = Ce(F] ),
where the equalities follow from the definitions and the isomorphism is given by
Lemma 3.8.

We introduce the notion of Ln -canonical extension at the level of models.
Definition 3.14. The Ln -canonical extension of a model M = hF, Vali is the Łn valued L-model Cen (M) = hCe(F), Vale i defined by setting Vale (u, p) = u(Val(−, p))
for every p ∈ Prop and every world u of Ce(F).
To state the properties of the Ln -canonical extensions of the Łn -valued L-models,
we need to introduce the notion of submodel.
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Definition 3.15. Let M = hF, Vali and M0 = hF0 , Val0 i be two Łn -valued Lmodels. We say that M is a submodel of M0 if F is a substructure of F0 and
Val(u, p) = Val0 (u, p) for every world u of F and every p ∈ Prop.
Proposition 3.16. Let M = hF, Vali be an Łn -valued L-model based on the Ln frame F. Denote by ι the map
F×
ι : F → Ce(F) : w 7→ πw
F

where πw× denotes the projection map F× → Łsw from F× onto its w-th factor.
(1) The map ι identifies F as a substructure of Ce(F).
(2) The map ι identifies M as a submodel of Cen (M).
Proof. (1) It is known [3, p. 95] that the map
B(F]+n )

ι0 : F] → Ce(F] ) : w 7→ πw

identifies F] as a substructure of Ce(F] ). Using notation introduced in Lemma 3.13,
the map f −1 ◦ ι0 identifies F] as a substructure of Ce(F)] . Since f −1 ◦ ι0 = ι, it
remains to show that
F
Ce(F)
w ∈ rm
⇐⇒ ι(w) ∈ rm
for every m  n and w ∈ W . This equivalence follows directly from the definition
of ι.
(2) For any world w of M and p ∈ Prop, we obtain successively
F×
(Val(−, p)) = Val(w, p),
Vale (ι(w), p) = ι(w)(Val(−, p)) = πw

where the first equality is obtained by definition of Vale , the second and the third
F
ones by definition of ι and πw× , respectively.

Proposition 3.17. Let M = hF, Vali be an Łn -valued L-model based on the Lframe F. For any world u of Cen (M) and any φ ∈ FormL we have Vale (u, φ) =
u(Val(−, φ)).
Proof. The map α· : FormL → F+n defined as αp = Val(−, p) for every p ∈ Prop
and extended as an L-homomorphism is an algebraic valuation on F+n . Moreover,
Cen (M) is the canonical model associated with the algebraic model hF+n , α· i. It
follows from Proposition 3.6 that Vale (u, φ) = u(αφ ), while equality Val(−, φ) = αφ
holds by definition.

Corollary 3.18. Let M = hF, Vali be an Łn -valued L-model. For every world u
of M and every φ ∈ FormL , we have Vale (ι(u), φ) = Val(u, φ), where ι is the map
defined in Proposition 3.16.
Proof. We have
Vale (ι(u), φ) = ι(u)(Val(−, φ)) = Val(u, φ),
where the first equality is obtained by Proposition 3.17 and the second by definition
of ι.

From Corollary 3.18 we obtain the fact that canonical extensions of structures
reflect the validity relation, as stated in the next result.
Corollary 3.19. Let F and G be an L-frame and an Ln -frame, respectively, and
φ be a formula.
(1) If Ce(G) |= φ then G |= φ.
(2) If Ce(F) |=n φ then F |=n φ.
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Proof. (1) follows directly from Corollary 3.18. For (2), first note that
Ce(F) = Ce((Fn )] ) = Ce(Fn )] ,
where the first equality is obtained by Lemme 2.9 (3) and the second one by Lemma
3.13. Thus, Ce(Fn ) is an Ln -frame based on Ce(F). If follows by Lemma 2.9 (2)
that if φ ∈ FormL is such that Ce(F) |=n φ, then Ce(Fn ) |= φ. Then, we obtain
Fn |= φ by statement (1), or equivalently that F |=n φ by Lemma 2.9 (1).

4. Goldblatt - Thomason Theorems
We pursue the algebraic approach to frame definability in our proofs of the
Goldblatt - Thomason theorems. The proofs rely on two ingredients: a correspondence between construction operators for algebras and frames, and a construction of the canonical extensions and Ln -canonical extensions of L-frames and
Ln -frames, respectively, as ultrapowers. Regarding the first ingredient, we only
expose the tools needed for our purpose, without developing a real duality. Our
approach is a step-by-step adaptation of the original proof of the Goldblatt Thomason Theorem [12].
U
Proposition 4.1. If {Fi | i ∈ I} is a family of Ln -frames then ( i∈I Fi )× is
Q
isomorphic to i∈I (Fi )× . In particular, if {Fi | i ∈ I} is a family of L-frames then
U
Q
( i∈I Fi )+n is isomorphic to i∈I (Fi )+n .
U
Q
Proof. The map f : ( i∈I Fi )× → i∈I (Fi )× defined by f (α)i (u) = α(u) for every
U
i ∈ I, α ∈ ( i∈I Fi )× , and u ∈ Fi is an isomorphism.

Proposition 4.2. If f : A → A0 is an MMV n -homomorphism between two MMV n algebras A and A0 , then the map f × : A0× → A× : u 7→ u ◦ f is an Ln -bounded
morphism. In particular, it is a bounded L-morphism from A0+ → A+ .
In addition, if f is one-to-one then f × is onto. If f is onto then f × is one-toone.
Proof. From Lemma 3.8 and [11, Theorem 3.2.4] we first obtain that f × is a
bounded L-morphism from (A0× )] ∼
= A0+ to (A× )] ∼
= A+ . Moreover, f × clearly
×
0×
A
A
.
for every u ∈ rm
satisfies f (u) ∈ rm
The second part of the proof follows once again by Lemma 3.8 and [11, Theorem
3.2.4].

Theorem 4.4 lifts the following known result at the level of Ln -frames.
Theorem 4.3 ([11, Theorem 3.6.1]). The canonical extension of an L-frame F is
a bounded morphic image of an ultrapower of F.
Theorem 4.4. The canonical extension of an Ln -frame F is an Ln -bounded morphic image of an ultrapower of F.
Proof. We adapt the proof of the corresponding result for the class of L-frames
given in [11, Theorem 3.6.1]. Denote by LF the language L ∪ {PX | X ⊆ W } where
W is the universe of F and PX is a unary predicate for every X ⊆ W . We turn
F into an LF -structure F0 by setting F0 , w |= PX if w ∈ X, for any w ∈ W and
X ⊆ W . Theorem 6.1.8 in [7] provides an ω-saturated ultrapower Fω of F0 . We
prove that
(4.1)

Ce(F) is an Łn -valued bounded morphic image of the L-reduct of Fω .
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It is shown in [11, Theorem 3.6.1] that for every element x of Fω the set Fx = {X ⊆
W | Fω , x |= PX } is an ultrafilter of 2W = B(F× ). Thus, for every x ∈ Fω , there is
a unique ux ∈ MV(F× , Łn ) which satisfies Fx = u−1
x (1) ∩ B(F× ). To obtain (4.1),
we prove that the map f : Fω → Ce(F) : x 7→ ux is an Ln -bounded morphism. It
is shown in [11, Theorem 3.6.1] that f is a bounded morphism from (Fω )] onto
Ce(F)
Fω
Ce(F)] ∼
) ⊆ rm
for every m  n. Let
= Ce(F] ). It remains to prove that f (rm
Fω
x ∈ rm
and α ∈ F× . We have to prove that ux (α) ∈ Łm , or equivalently that
ux (Im (α)) = 1 where Im is an MV-term whose interpretation on Łn is valued in
{0, 1} and satisfies
Łn
Im
(a) = 1 ⇐⇒ a ∈ Łm ,
for every a ∈ Łn (the existence of such a term is a consequence of the McNaughton
Theorem [15]). If Xα,m denotes the set {y ∈ W | Im (α)(y) = 1} then F0 |= ∀v(v ∈
rm ⇒ PXα,m (v)) by definition of F× , from which we deduce Fω |= ∀v(v ∈ rm ⇒
PXα,m (v)) since Fω is an elementary extension of F0 . It follows by definition of ux
that ux (Im (α)) = 1, and we have proved (4.1).

Remark 4.5. Recall that, thanks to the Birkhoff theorem on varieties, if K ∪ {A}
is a class of algebras of the same type, then A belongs to the equational class
defined by the equational theory of K if and only if A ∈ HSP(K).
We have gathered the tools needed to obtain the Łn -valued versions of the Goldblatt-Thomason theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Assume that C is a class of Ln -frames that contains ultrapowers
of its elements. Then C is definable if and only if the following two conditions are
satisfied.
(1) The class C contains Ln -generated subframes, disjoint unions and Ln -bounded
morphic images of its elements.
(2) For any Ln -frame F, if Ce(F) ∈ C then F ∈ C.
Theorem 4.7. Assume that C is a class of L-frames that contains ultrapowers of
its elements. Then C is Łn -definable if and only if the following two conditions are
satisfied.
(1) The class C contains generated subframes, disjoint unions and bounded morphic images of its elements.
(2) For any L-frame F, if Ce(F) ∈ C then F ∈ C.
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Necessity follows from Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.19.
For sufficiency, suppose that C is a class of Ln -frames that satisfies conditions (1)
and (2) of Theorem 4.6. Let ΛC be the set of L-formulas defined as
\
ΛC =
{φ ∈ FormL | F |= φ}.
F∈C

We prove that C = Mod(ΛC ). We have C ⊆ Mod(ΛC ) by definition of ΛC . For the
other inclusion, let F ∈ Mod(ΛC ). From Proposition 3.10 (1), it follows that F×
satisfies every equation that is satisfied by every member of C× = {F× | F ∈ C}. We
deduce from Remark 4.5 that F× ∈ HSP(C× ), and there exist a family {Fi | i ∈ I}
Q
of elements of C and a subalgebra A of i∈I Fi× such that F× is a homomorphic
image of A. By considering the canonical structures associated to these algebras,
we obtain by Proposition 4.2 that
]  ×
Fi ×  A× ←- (F× )× .
i∈I
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 ×
U
From our assumptions on C and Theorem 4.4, we obtain that
bei∈I Fi ×
×
×
longs to C, thus so do A and (F× ) . We conclude that F ∈ C using assumption
(2) since (F× )× = Ce(F).

Proof of Theorem 4.7. Necessity follows from Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.19.
We obtain sufficiency as a corollary of Theorem 4.6. Let C be a class of L-frames
that contains ultrapowers of is elements and that satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of
Theorem 4.7. Then the class C 0 = {F ∈ FRnL | F] ∈ C} contains ultrapowers of its
elements and satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.6. It follows that there
is a set Λ of L-formulas such that C 0 = Mod(Λ). We obtain that C = Modn (Λ) by
Proposition 2.12 (1).

Note that by definition of the frame constructions, Theorem 4.7 can be equivalently restated as follows.
Corollary 4.8. Assume that C is a class of L-frames that contains ultrapowers of
its elements. Then C is Łn -definable if and only it is Ł1 -definable.
5. Conclusions and further research
The results obtained in this paper clarify some links between the standard notion
of modal definability and two of its generalizations based on Łukasiewicz (n + 1)valued logic. We conclude the paper by presenting some final remarks and topics
for further research.
(I) Theorem 4.7 completely deciphers the links between standard modal definability and Łn -valued definability for elementary classes of L-frames. Indeed,
as a corollary of Theorem 4.7 and the Goldblatt - Thomason theorem [12],
we obtain that those elementary classes of L-frames that are Łn -definable are
exactly the ones that are modally definable. Deciphering these links in the
non-elementary case is a topic of interest, and Propositions 2.5 and 2.12 can
be considered as modest steps towards some solution to this problem. In
particular, it is an open problem to find a non-elementary class of L-frames
which is Łn -definable without being Ł1 -definable.
(II) As pointed out by the referee, Boolean polyadic modal logics can be simulated
by monadic ones [10]. This simulation preserves and reflects definability of
frames. It may be the case that these simulation results extend to the manyvalued framework. In that case, it would be enough to restrict to monadic
languages L0 in order to obtain results about modal definability for classes
of L-frames, where L is an arbitrary polyadic modal language.
(III) The validity relations considered in this paper to define the notions of definability and Łn -definability are based on models that evaluate formulas in a
finite subalgebra of the standard MV-algebra [0, 1]. Finding the right tools
to generalize our results to a notion of definability based on a validity relation defined with [0, 1]-valued models is a difficult task that would probably
require new appropriate representation results for the variety of MV-algebras.
(IV) Similarly, studying modal definability for classes of relational structures in
which the relations are many-valued is an important topic of further research.
(V) The validity relation |= is obtained from |=n by restricting the set of possible
valuations that can be added to an L-frame to turn it into a model. This
paper illustrates the links that exist between these two validity relations. It
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would be interesting to develop tools to study (modal) definability in general
situations involving a validity relation which is a weakening of another one.
(VI) Informally, the validity relation |= defined in section 2 permit talking about
the set of possible truth values in worlds of Ln -frames. This gain of expressive power could turn out to be interesting for application-oriented modal
extensions of many-valued logics such as the many-valued generalization of
Propositional Dynamic Logic developed in [19].
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Appendix A. Truth Lemma for k-ary modal operators
In this appendix, we give the proof of Proposition 3.6 for k-ary modalities. The
case of a unary modality was given in [14, Proposition 5.6], but the general case
has not been published previously.
We need to recall the following definitions and results from [1]. Let L be a
bounded distributive lattice and k ≥ 1. Given x, y ∈ Lk we write x ≈ y if there is
an ` ≤ k such that xj = yj for every j ≤ k with j 6= `. We write x|y if there is a
` ≤ k such that x` = y` . Moreover, if Fj is a subset of L for every j ≤ k, we let
F1 + · · · + Fk = {x ∈ Lk | ∃` ≤ k such that x` ∈ F` }.
Definition A.1 ([1]). A subset F of Lk is called a Lk -filtroid if it is increasing,
contains {1} + · · · + {1}, and contains x ∧ y for every x, y ∈ F such that x ≈ y.
A proper Lk -filtroid F is prime if there are some prime filters F1 , . . . , Fk of L such
that F = F1 + · · · + Fk .
+
For instance, for any A ∈ MMV L
n , any u ∈ A , and any k-ary modality ∇, the
set
∇−1 (u−1 (1)) ∩ B(A)k = {a ∈ B(A)k | u(∇(a)) = 1}

is a B(A)k -filtroid.
Theorem A.2 ([1, Theorem 1.2]). A proper Lk -filtroid is the intersection of the
prime Lk -filtroids that contain it.
Definition A.3. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We define the function τi/n : Łn → Łn by
(
0 x < ni ,
τi/n (x) =
1 x ≥ ni ,
and we assume that τi/n is the interpretation on Łn of an algebraic term which is
a composition of finitely many copies of the maps x 7→ x ⊕ x and x 7→ x x alone
(the proof of existence of such a term appears in [17]).
Lemma A.4. Let A ∈ MMV L
n and ∇ be a k-ary modality whose associated relation on A+ is R. For any u, v1 , . . . , vk ∈ A+ , the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) v ∈ Ru.
Wk
k
(ii) u(∇(a)) ≤ i=1 vi (ai ) for
 every ak∈ A .
−1
−1
(iii) v1 (1) + · · · + vk (1) ∩ B(A) is a prime B(A)k -filtroid that contains
∇−1 (u−1 (1)) ∩ B(A)k .
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Proof. (ii) =⇒ (i) follows by definition of R.
(i) =⇒ (ii) Assume that there is some a ∈ Ak and ni ∈ Łn such that v` (a` ) <
i
n ≤ u(∇(a)) for every ` ≤ k. It follows that v` (τi/n (a` )) = 0 for every ` ≤ k while
u(∇(τi/n (a)) = 1, a contradiction by definition of R.
(i) =⇒ (iii) follows by definition of R and the concept of prime B(A)k -filtroid.
(i) =⇒ (iii) is a consequence of Lemma 3.8.

We give the proof of the polymodal version of [14, Proposition 5.6].
Proof of Proposition 3.6. We proceed by induction on the length of φ ∈ FormL .
The only non-trivial case is φ = ∇(φ1 , . . . , φk ) for a k-ary modality ∇. We let
α = αφ and α` = αφ` for every ` ≤ k. We have to prove
(A.1)

u(∇(α1 , . . . , αk )) = min{

k
_

vi (α` ) | v ∈ Ru}.

`=1

The inequality ≤ is (i) =⇒ (ii) in Lemma A.4. To prove the converse inequality,
assume on the contrary that
k

u(∇(α1 , . . . , αk )) <

_
i
≤ min{
v` (α` ) | v ∈ Ru},
n
`=1

for some i ≤ n. It follows that u(∇(τi/n (α1 ), . . . , τi/n (αk ))) = 0 while for every
v ∈ Ru we have v` (τi/n (α` )) = 1 for some ` ≤ k. According to (i) ⇐⇒ (iii)
in Lemma A.4, this means that (τi/n (α1 ), . . . , τi/n (αk )) is in every prime B(A)k filtroid that contains ∇−1 (u−1 (1)) ∩ B(A)k but not in ∇−1 (u−1 (1)) ∩ B(A)k . The
contradiction follows from Theorem A.2.
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